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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an OMNeT-based Framework to simulate large complex storage networks, with its corresponding
underlying subsystems (I/O, Networking, etc.). With this
Framework, custom environments can be configured and deployed on a flexible and easy way. The most interesting features of this Framework are its flexibility and scalability, so
the simulation of distributed storage environments can be
performed with the required detail level. Thus, we will able
to study the behaviour of complex distributed environments
to several purposes, like detecting system bottlenecks, calculating the scalability degree of the system or testing the
performance of developed algorithms, without using a real
system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, distributed and parallel computing is increasing its role due to the fast evolution on computer networks
and communication technologies. The complexity of this
systems and the need of storing great amounts of data, suggest that the process of performing studies of real complex
distributed environments, will becomes a time-consuming
and expensive task.
There are two ways to perform studies of complex distributed environments: running tests on a real system or
on a simulated environment that represents the real system.
The first choice is more complex and expensive; it requires
having the real hardware of the system, with their nodes
connected with the corresponding network, etc. Meanwhile,
performing simulations do not require the real hardware; basically it needs a computer system of any kind to execute the
program that simulates the real environment behaviour.
Another point to be considered is the speed of the whole
testing process. In most cases, developing and perform-
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ing real tests is slower that simulated tests. Moreover, real
tests should be performed as they are, while simulated tests
can be improved, parallelizing their execution, on a cluster,
where the performance can be scaled with the number of
nodes involved.
The scalability of the tests is another feature to have in
mind. Scaling the architecture of the real system is more
expensive and time-consuming that performing the same
changes in a simulated environment. Generally, simulated
environments are parameterized, thus, making a change in
the simulated architecture only requires changing some parameters.
Another feature that makes simulations a good choice for
studying complex distributed environments is when the real
system does not exist. Simulation process let us test new
architectures before building them.
The main problem with the use of simulated tests instead
of real tests is the accuracy of the results. The simulations
have to obtain results that must be similar enough to those
obtained on a real system. Obtaining and assuring this accuracy is the problem that must be solved when designing
new simulation environments.
Our primary goal is to develop a Framework that let us
make simulated storage networks environments with its corresponding underlying subsystems, like the I/O subsystem
and networking subsystem. A real storage network contains several components that must been simulated, like
Disk Drives, File Systems, Volume Managers, Schedulers,
Caches, Communication Networks, etc. Storage subsystem
performance is one of the major concerns that arise on this
kind of large computing networks. The I/O subsystem is
usually a system bottleneck in most of the computing systems.
The proposed Framework is being developed using OMNeT++ [1]. OMNeT++ is a discrete event simulation environment that let us develop modules and communicate
them.
The most important features of the proposed Framework
are flexibility and scalability. SIMCAN follows a modular
and hierarchical architecture, like OMNeT++. Each module represents a component in the system, that can contain other nested modules, or not. A module that does not
contain nested modules represents an independent entity in
SIMCAN (for example, a Disk Drive, a File System, etc.).
These kinds of modules implement the entity’s behaviour.
With our proposed Framework we intend to validate and
verify distributed algorithms, locate system bottlenecks and
detect poor resources management, with an acceptable accu-

racy degree and performance. To make it possible, a module
in SIMCAN can be implemented with a custom detail level,
thus we can obtain more accurate results if we implement a
module with a high detail level. An example of a high level
entity implementation is the emulation of a File System. We
can implement a File System algorithm to manage blocks on
a module that represents this component. Also, if a module
does not require a high detail level, it can be implemented
with stochastic models. This last kind of implementation
only requires a stochastic model to simulate a component’s
behaviour. Mixing these two kinds of implementations, we
are able to make custom environments to get the best results
and performance.
The rest of paper is structured as follows: Section 2 shows
some state-of-the-art works. Section 3 presents the architecture of our proposed Framework. Section 4 presents a
performance evaluation. Finally, Section 5 presents some
conclusions and future work.

2. STATE OF THE ART
Our work is based on make a Framework that let us simulate storage networks with customized nodes. Each one of
those nodes could be a compute node or a storage node, with
its corresponding I/O subsystem.
At present, there are many kinds of simulation environments, like ONMeT++ [1], Parsec [2] or CSIM [3]. These
environments are used to create general purpose simulators
and are not oriented to simulate specific systems.
OMNeT++ is a component-based, modular and open architecture discrete event simulation environment that provides a component architecture for models. Components
(modules) can be parameterized to customize module behaviour. Modules at the lowest level of the module hierarchy
encapsulate behaviour and are programmed in C++ using
the simulation library. This is a very important feature because we have chosen OMNeT++ to develop the proposed
Framework. Currently OMNeT++ is gaining popularity in
the scientific community as well as in industrial settings; also
simulation models are being published on the Net and can
be used freely.
PARSEC is a discrete event simulation language. Basically consists on a performed C compiler with the capability
to define and create simulation entities and constructors to
message communication between entities. Basically PARSEC consists of three primary components: a parallel simulation language called Parsec (parallel simulation environment for complex systems); its GUI, called Pave; and the
portable runtime system that implements the simulation algorithms.
CSIM is a discrete event simulator for describing parallel
processor architectures and software mappings. The CSIM
environment consists of a set of tools for describing parallel
systems, for running simulations, and for viewing simulation
results. The CSIM simulator is the core tool in the tool set.
There are several simulation environments to simulate more
specific scenarios. For example, network simulators like NS
[4] or NetSim [5]. Also, there is a Framework to use with
OMNeT++ called INET [6].
NS is a discrete event simulator targeted at networking
research. NS provides substantial support for simulation
of TCP, routing, and multicast protocols over wired and
wireless (local and satellite) networks.
NetSim is a even-driven network simulator with X win-

dow support that allow an interactive use. Also, NetSim’s
Virtual Packet Technology sets it apart because it actually
emulates the functions of a real network - a real network
that can be custom-designed.
The INET Framework is suited for simulations of wired,
wireless and ad-hoc networks. Beyond IP and UDP/TCP
there is 802.11, Ethernet, PPP, IPv6, OSPF, RIP, MPLS
with LDP and RSVP-TE signalling, and several other protocols. We use INET to establish and perform communication
between nodes. INET lacks of high detail level in nodes. Its
nodes have applications that make request and serve them,
but we need a more specific customizable node with more
detail level, especially in I/O subsystem.
With those environments we have the network part simulation, but moreover, we need to simulate compute and
storage nodes. Also there are several simulation environments to simulate parts of I/O subsystem, like DiskSim
[7]. DiskSim is an efficient, accurate, highly-configurable
disk system simulator developed at the University of Michigan and enhanced at CMU to support research into various aspects of storage subsystem architecture. It is written in C and requires no special system software (just basic POSIX interfaces). DiskSim includes modules for most
secondary storage components of interest, including device
drivers, buses, controllers, adapters, and disk drives.
In literature we have found few examples of concrete storage networks simulators. Those simulators are focused on
specific architectures (SAN, NAS, etc) meanwhile SIMCAN
can cover any kind of storage architectures. An example is
SIMLAB [8]. SIMLAB is a simulation environment for storage area networks. It is implemented on C++. Currently,
the class library of SIMLAB contains models for hard disks,
routing nodes and network interfaces. Another work that
simulates storage networks is [9]. This work proposes a Storage Area Network (SAN) simulator. This simulator is able
to consider both real-world I/O traces and synthetic I/O
traffic, message paquetization, faults in links and switches,
virtual channels, different routing algorithms, . . .
Those works can be an approximation of our aim, but we
need a more modular, hierarchical and high detailed model.
Also, we intend to make a Framework to build storage networks simulation with a custom detail level, even simulating
networking protocols like TCP or UDP and concrete File
Systems like Ext2 [10] or reiser File System [11].

3.

ARCHITECTURE

The SIMCAN Framework consists of a set of modules. All
those modules were developed using OMNeT++. A SIMCAN module (like in OMNeT++) is a building block.
The higher level in the SIMCAN architecture consists of
nodes, networks and components that communicate them
(like routers or switches). A node in SIMCAN can act like a
computing node or a storage node. Computing nodes contains applications that performs I/O requests (these kind of
nodes can contain, or not, local storage devices). Storage
nodes contain a complete I/O storage subsystem, with its
corresponding storage devices and the corresponding server
application, like a NFS server.
An example of SIMCAN architecture is showed in figure
1. In this example several clients (computing nodes) make
requests to stored data at storage node (server).
In SIMCAN, each module represents a component of a
real system; for example: Block Servers, Volume Managers,
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Disk Drives, etc. These modules are nested hierarchically,
thus a module can contain zero, one or several modules. A
module that does not contain any module is called entity.
For example an entity can be a Disk Drive, a File System,
a Cache, etc. This kind of modules must implement the
entity’s behaviour.
Figure 7 shows a Block Server module. This module contains 2 modules (a cache module and a disk module). Each
one of these modules (cache and disk) are entities, and contains a corresponding implementation of a cache and disk
behaviour, respectively.
Modules communicate themselves by message passing. Each
module has gates. These gates can be input gates (to receive
messages) or output gates (to send messages). Modules are
connected with links to pass messages. A link communicates
a module output gate with a module input gate.
There are situations in which a message has to be split.
For example, suppose a node that contains 3 Disks. When
a request message arrives to Volume Manager, this module
has to make a request to each disk that contains requested
blocks. If the request contains blocks that are stored in all
disks, at least, Volume Manager will have to make 3 requests,
one per disk.
To manage this kind of messages, a message library has
been developed. This library works as shows figure 2. When
a message arrives to a corresponding module, it is stored in a
local module list (1). Next, the request message is split (2)
on several requests (sub-requests). When all sub-requests
had been created, then all of them will be inserted in a
sorted list (3). The sort algorithm depends on the class that
manages the corresponding module, at present there are several implementations (elevator algorithm, FIFO, etc.). Each
one of these sub-requests will be sent to the corresponding
module (4) to perform a concrete operation. When these
sub-requests arrive to the module that split them, each one
will be stored with the original request (5). When all subrequests arrives, then the original request will be sent back
as a response message (6) and all sub-requests will be deleted
to free memory.
If we want to maintain flexibility, we have to develop a
message that will be compatible with all modules that composes SIMCAN. In other words, all modules must understand the same message. If we had several message types,
we must to develop the same number of modules that understands each one of these messages. Having a standard
message, we will not have this problem.
The proposed message is a General Purpose Standard
Message that is understood by all modules. Basically, this
message contains several attributes and a serialized parameter vector. Following parameters are used to:
• type: Message type. (For example: Configuration
Message, File Request Message, Block Request Mes-
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Figure 2: Split Message Schema
sage, etc.)
• isResponse: This field shows if a message is a request
message or a response message.
• remoteOperation: This field shows if a message contains a remote operation or a local operation.
• destination: Destination node (used in remote operations). This field contains the destination node’s hostname.
• connectionId: Connection identifier. This field is used
to identify a corresponding connection with remote
nodes.
• trace: Message trace. This trace shows all modules
which this message has passed through and the corresponding request number in each of these modules.
• nextModuleIndex: Next module index. If a message
has to be routed to a module hosted in an array module
(for example a File System Array) this field shows the
position in this array that contains the corresponding
module.
• params: Parameter array. The parameter vector is
used to send parameters to the corresponding module. Thus we can serialize a message and compute
it by the corresponding module. For example, a file
request from any application contains 3 parameters:
File name, offset and request size. A disk operation
will contain 2 parameters; a block list request and an
operation type (read or write). All parameters are serialized in the source module and unmarshall in destiny
module (like RPCs).

3.1

SIMCAN Hierarchy

The major purpose of SIMCAN is to build storage networks. As we said before, the higher hierarchy level in SIMCAN consists by nodes, networks a communication devices
(like routers or switches).
Basically a storage network consists of several nodes, a
network and one or several switches or routers that connect
nodes themselves using the communication network.
At present there are developed two node types: computing
nodes and storage nodes.
A computing node (figure 3) contains applications that
generate I/O requests. These requests can be local o remote request. A computing node can contain a local I/O
subsystem, or not.
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Figure 3: Computing Node Schema
Figure 6: Node that uses basic NET simulation
The other node type is the storage node. This kind of
node must contain an I/O subsystem. Generally, this node
serves I/O requests from computing nodes. This node contains server applications, like NFS servers, FTP servers, etc.
Figure 4 shows a storage node schema.
Networking subsystem consists of all modules related to
send messages between nodes and devices (like routers or
switches) that perform it. At present in SIMCAN, we can
use the INET Framework to simulate real networks like Ethernet, using real protocols, like TCP/IP or UDP (figure 5).

3.1.1

Block Server

Basically, a Block Server serves I/O requests. This module
contains two entities: a disk Cache and a Disk drive (figure
7). The cache module can be removed, thus a Block Server
will act like a disk drive without cache.
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Figure 7: Block Server Schema
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Another way to simulate a network is using basic features
provided of OMNeT++ to simulate networks. This features
includes propagation delay, bit error rate that specifies the
probability that a bit is incorrectly transmitted and channel
bandwidth. Obviously, first option is very much complex
and cost-expensive than second, but is very much accurate.
With the basic Net no protocol is used (TCP, UPD, etc.).
There is no connection established stage, socket connection
or anything else. Thus, a new module has been developed
to provide this support. This module is called NAL (Net
Abstraction Layer). This module acts like a Net Interface,
creating connections (like sockets) and managing all connections with corresponding applications (figure 6).
The next step on SIMCAN hierarchy is the modules that
compose a node. Next, all developed modules in SIMCAN
are explained.

This cache contains file blocks. Thus, all requested blocks
that are stored in cache, will not been requested to disk.
Also this cache is parameterized; we can configure its hit
ratio and latency time.
A cache memory can be configured establishing several
parameters like latency time and hit ratio. At present day,
there are implemented several kinds of cache in SIMCAN,
like file cache and block cache with several algorithms like
LRU (Last Recently Used). Others features implemented in
the cache module are the read-ahead functionality (with a
customizable window size) and the write-back functionality.
The disk drive serves block requests and calculates the
service time of a corresponding I/O operation. A message
with a block list and an operation type (read or write) arrives to disk. It calculates the service time to perform the
requested operation.
At present day there are developed several Disk drives
in SIMCAN; for example, a Seagate ST3320620AS. Also,
DiskSim library have been added to SIMCAN, thus a DiskSim
disk can be used like a Disk module in SIMCAN. A pending task is to implement a solid disk, thus a comparison
with another strategies with no hardware limitations can be
made.

3.1.2

Volume Manager

Basically this module manages I/O requests. A Volume
Manager is connected to 1..N Block Servers. One of the
main tasks of this module is to redirect incoming requests to
the corresponding Block Server that contains the requested
blocks.
This module contains three entities: a Volume Manager,
a Cache and a Scheduler. Cache and Scheduler can be removed, this way we can configure a Volume Manager without cache and/or without scheduling policies.
It is important to remark the difference between the Volume Manager Module and Volume manager Entity. First

a module in SIMCAN. A File System is a good example to
show these two ways. First way is to emulate the File System
behaviour. Thus, the corresponding algorithms must been
written:

Cache

Scheduler
Volume Manager

• Managing the distribution of the file blocks on the disk.
Figure 8: Volume Manager Schema
one is a module that contains several entities (figure 8). Last
one is an entity that contains a Volume Manager logic.
With this configurable and customizable Volume Manager
Module, we can implement several Disk Systems, like general
purpose Disk Drive, RAID 0 (Striping), RAID 1 (Mirroring),
RAID 5 (Striping with Parity), RAID 6 (Independent Data
Disks with Double Parity) , etc [12].
The Volume Manager entity manages I/O requests, specifically block requests. A Volume manager is associated to
one or several Block Servers. The aim of a Volume Manager
is to redirect the corresponding block request to the Block
Server that contains the requested blocks. Each Volume
Manager contains its own scheduling policies, thus, Volume
Managers can implement load balancing algorithms to improve the disks accesses performance.
A scheduler manages requests using a corresponding scheduling algorithm. Depending on component that uses a scheduler, it will use a corresponding algorithm. For example, a
Volume Manager module could use a scheduler with an Elevator Algorithm to improve the disks performance; or a
Round-Robin algorithm, or a FIFO algorithm, etc.
Schedulers can use libraries to manage split messages.
Those libraries had been developed to be used in SIMCAN
modules, as we told in section 3.

3.1.3

File System

This module simulates a File Systems behaviour. One of
the main tasks of a File System is file block managing. It is
directly involved in the total service time.
At present there are several techniques and algorithms for
this purpose. An example is the methodology used in Ext2
File System (bitmaps and i-nodes) or the File Allocation
Table (FAT) used in DOS File System.
The way that service time is affected by file block managing is due to the movement of the disk heads between
two consecutive requests. Thus, the more the file blocks
are grouped together, the less distance the disk head has to
cover. As a result, a smaller service time will be obtained.
Because of this, common file distributions tend to appear
as a set of grouped blocks, where those groups are separated
along the disk. Figure 9 shows an example of a typical distribution of file blocks.

• Managing free blocks.
• Storing and managing file metadata information.
• Mapping the requested file blocks into the corresponding disk blocks.
The first method is less interesting because it is difficult and complex to implement. It requires storing a great
amount of metadata. It should be also remade each time
there was a File System change, etc.
Another way to implement a File System is making a
stochastic model corresponding to the File System behaviour
[13].
The factors involved on the allocation distribution for a
certain file are quite a few, but there are three of them with
capital importance:
• Type of File System, because each one has its own
strategies to manage free blocks and file distribution.
• The amount of free blocks remaining on the disk, because as the number of free blocks increase, the block
group sizes increase as well.
• The file size, because as the file size increases, the number of block groups increase as well and also their size.
The purpose of make a stochastic study is to obtain the
file block distribution for a given File System. Usually this is
obtained by implementing the File System behaviour. This
is a very complex and difficult approach. In contrast, a
stochastic model let us obtain a file distribution using statistical methods and distributions. This approach has the
following advantages:
• It is easier to implement than the File System behaviour.
• This method does not require a great amount of stored
metadata.
• It does not need to be re-implemented for each kind of
File System.
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Figure 9: File blocks distribution along the disk surface
As we told in section 1, there is two ways to implement

The stochastic model is focused on the way the file blocks
are grouped. So file block distribution can be modelled a as
a set of block groups (that we call block bunches) separated
by a number of blocks that do not correspond to this file
(we call this a hole). Therefore, we will have files with only
one bunch (we call them contiguous files), and others that
are composed by several block bunches separated by a hole
(we call them non-contiguous files) as we can see in figure 9.
This block distribution model let us estimate the service
time by obtaining which are the head movements.

3.1.4

Virtual File System

This module simulates a Virtual File System behaviour.
Thus, given a corresponding interface, this module redirects
I/O requests to the corresponding File System. Also, this
Virtual File System is able to manage mounted partitions
across the net. So, this module can send remote I/O requests to remote nodes that contain the requested blocks.
Figure 10 shows a Virtual File System schema. This module contains two entities: a cache and a Virtual File System
that implements the Virtual File System logic. Cache module can be removed, thus all requests will be sent to the
corresponding module.

Cache
Virtual File
System

Figure 10: Virtual File System Schema
The Virtual File System entity manages file requests and
redirects them to the corresponding File System. This module reads a configuration file that contains information about
the interface and corresponding partitions on existing File
Systems. Also, a Virtual File System can manage remote
File System requests.

3.1.5

Applications

In SIMCAN, all entities that represent an application can
be divided in two types: client and servers. A client application generates requests and server applications receive
requests to process them and sent back a response to the
corresponding client application. An example of a client
application can be a Trace Player Application. This application read a file that contains a trace with operations and
performs them in SIMCAN. Thus, the behaviour of real applications in a real system can be reproduced in SIMCAN.
An example of server application can be a NFS Server.
One of the major goals of this work is the possibility to
reproduce real system behaviours in SIMCAN. To perform
it, the behaviour of real applications must be reproduced in
a simulated environment. As we told before, Trace Player
Application performs this task. Thus, this application can
reproduce the execution of several real applications, due to
it depends only of its execution trace. This trace is created
while a real application is executed in a real system. All performed operations belonging to a corresponding application
are handled and written to a file. This file will be the trace
that later an application module in SIMCAN will reproduce
in a simulated environment.

Once a network topology is defined, all modules that compose that network must be configured. Each module has its
own parameters. Those parameters must be specified in the
config file. The way to set those parameters follow the syntax parameter = value.
When the simulation starts, a set of text files with the
simulation results are generated. Each module generates its
own results file. Also, a global output file is generated.
The generated data in the output files is configurable. The
most important data are queues lengths, response times,
waiting time, transmission times, bandwidth, etc. Another
additional data is the complete message trace, log and debug messages. In a config file we can define the data that
will appear in the result files (output files).
The generated output is treated later with AWK-scripts to
generate graphics. In a near future, a graphical application
to show those results and generate graphics automatically
will be developed. Thus, any user is able to study a complete message trace to validate the simulation and generate
graphics to observe as global network results as local module
results.

4.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to check the accuracy of the proposed Framework, a comparative between a real system and a simulated
environment (created using SIMCAN) that represents that
system has to be performed.
First step to perform a comparative, between the real system and simulated system, is running the same benchmarks
on both systems. Once all benchmarks have been executed,
results obtained in the real system and simulated results
must be compared. Thus, we can study some features of the
simulated environment behaviour, like accuracy, tendency,
etc.
Figure 11 shows the schema of the system where the benchmarks will be executed. The same system has been simulated using the SIMCAN Framework. This system is composed by two nodes and a switch that connects them.

Figure 11: Test environment schema.
The basic features of each node are:
• Intel Pentium 4 CPU 3.20GHz with hyper-threading.
• Cache size of 1024 KB

3.2 Environment Configuration

• Extended 2 File System

To define an environment (Network) two files are needed:
a file that contains the network topology (called network definition file ’.ned’) and a file that contains the configuration
of all modules that composes that network (called config file
’.ini’).
First of all, a network topology must be defined as the
higher level (in network definition file). Basically it consists of nodes, connection devices (like routers or switches),
channels and connections between them.

• Seagate Disk (300 GB)
The used network to connect nodes with switch is a Gigabyte network.
The performed benchmarks consist on read and write files
using the NFS protocol. All benchmarks test will be executed on computing node. Storage node contains the I/O
subsystem where the files will be created/read/written. Computing node contains a remote mounted directory (using

NFS) on storage node File System, thus, all I/O operations
will be executed on that directory. The list of executed test
is listed below:
• Sequential read of a file of 64 KB.
• Sequential read of a file of 5 MB.
• Sequential read of a file of 100 MB.
• Sequential write of a file of 64 KB.

that if a request consists of 64 disk blocks, 8 requests will
be sent to disk. Branch model makes a request to disk per
branch. A branch is a set of contiguous blocks stored on
disk. Thus, there is less number of accesses to disk, and latency times are reduced. Testing these two kinds of models,
we can check which one is the most accurate. The simulated
environment also implements a cache system on the client
side that includes a read-ahead policy (using a window size
of 32 KB) and a write-back policy.

• Sequential write of a file of 5 MB.

14,0
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• Sequential write of a file of 100 MB.
Each test has been executed using several block sizes (2
KB, 4 KB, 8 KB, 16 KB, 32 KB and 64 KB). These block
sizes corresponds with the size that the benchmark uses to
read data from files and write data to file. To perform all
those test we have used the IOR benchmark [14]. In order to
obtain reliable test results, each test configuration has been
executed 100 times. A configuration test is given by three
parameters:
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Figure 14: Sequential File Read (100 MB)

• File operation: read or write.
• File size: 64 KB, 5 MB or 100 MB
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KB.
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Figure 15: Sequential File Write (64 KB)
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Figure 12: Sequential File Read (64 KB)
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Figure 12, figure 13 and figure 14 show the results of a
sequential read of files of 64 KB, 5 MB and 100 MB respectively. In those charts we can see that simulated results
follow the same tendency that the results obtained in the
real system. In all cases, simulated test spent more time
that the test executed on the real system. With files of 64
KB, the two simulated models are almost equals, but branch
model is the most accurate. The rest of the charts show a
more noticeable difference between these two models. The
cause of this is because with small file sizes, disk accesses
are practically the same. When we use greater files, we can
observe that branch model optimize disk access, reducing
latency and get more close to real results.
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Figure 13: Sequential File Read (5 MB)
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All test launched on the simulated environment has been
executed using 2 disk models (block model and branch model).
These two models calculate exactly the blocks corresponding to a concrete I/O request, and they are based on the
Seagate Disk Drive used in the real system. Block model
make requests to disk in groups of a configurable number
of disk blocks (set to 8 in those tests). This model makes
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Figure 16: Sequential File Write (5 MB)

Figure 15, figure 16 and figure 17 show the results of a
sequential write of files of 64 KB, 5 MB and 100 MB respectively. In these charts we can see that simulated results
follow the same tendency that the results obtained in the
real system. In all cases, simulated test spent more time
that the test running on real system, as occurs with file
read tests. In all cases, the two simulated models are very
close. This occurs because the write operations have a great
bandwidth. In this case, disk cache has an important influence. Due to this bandwidth, write operations have almost
the same behaviour.
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Figure 17: Sequential File Write (100 MB)

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented a Framework to make simulated storage networks environments. A first comparative
with a real system have been made, performing a comparative with the obtained results of executing a benchmarks
on the real system and the results obtained of executing the
same benchmarks on its corresponding simulated environment.
The study of the comparative between the two commented
systems shows that the simulated environment is accurate.
The most important feature is that the obtained results in
the simulation environment follow the same tendency that
the results obtained in the real system. Changing benchmark parameters, like operation type, file sizes and block
sizes, all results follows the same tendency that the real system.
Future works will simulate more sophisticated environments, with RAID systems and several computing nodes
executing several applications. The final goal is to validate
our proposed Framework with real distributed complex systems.
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